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Education for Sustainability?
 Global challenges
 Post-Rio agenda
 EfS = educational change
and equip learners to
address challenges
 Beyond knowledge –
more about what we do
and how we respond …
 Embedding this
throughout learning –
where and how?

‘Indicative EfS entry points into sustainability’
= Geography?

 Geographers as paragons of sustainability learning? …
 If so, why and how? (and if not, why not?) …

Project Aims
1. Identify the range of activities that students engage in that evidence
sustainability literacy and action for sustainable development;

2. Identify the ‘critical moments’, triggers or learning experiences within the
university environment that have precipitated this engagement;

3. Explore how these experiences differ between cohorts of students from
different courses and hence different ‘disciplinary’ learning environments;
4. Identify the extent to which sustainability literacy and action is influenced
by a range of factors external to the university learning environment, e.g.
family experiences, personal interests, lifestyle choices etc.

5. Identify areas of best teaching and learning practice for facilitating
sustainability literacy that leads to ‘taking ownership and responsibility for
more sustainable futures’.

Conceptual Framework
Sustainability
Outcomes
Pre-Uni +
external
environment?
• School
• Family
• Interests
• Politics
• Lifestyle
• Home?

University
Courses

Teaching
Environment

• Geography +
Environment
• Sport
• Business
• Electives

• Experiences?
• Triggers?
• Critical
moments?

Literacy
• Factual knowledge
• Systemic / holistic
thinking
• Attitudes?
Action
(Behaviour change)
• Volunteering
• Advocacy +
pressure
(political)
• Career choices?

Methodology
 Questionnaires (n=245)
 ISE, ISES, WBS

 2nd + 3rd year classes
 Four sections:

1: Attitudes towards sustainability
2: About you

3: Learning experiences at UoW
4: Behaviour and action

 Focus group

Respondent profiles
 63% level 5; 37% level 6
 96% didn’t do elective; 1% for others
 Largely influenced by Education and Media

- Varied background in Geography or Environmental Studies

Attitudes towards sustainability?
Strong sense of sustainability literacy
 Little difference between institutes
 Geography and Environmental students consistently higher
 Climate Change is very controversial

Learning at UoW?






74% of Geog and Env recognise integration of sustainability in course
Sports and Business much less
Extra-curricular? 31% overall; Sports less; Business & Geog similar
Lecturer knowledge? <10% overall disagree; Geog 96%
Feeling inspired? … Not much.

Action and behaviour?



97% are not members of political or environmental organisations
- Generally a lack of time, interest and awareness

Actions showed both positives and negatives

- Generally, students performed ‘traditional’ and ‘conservative’ sustainability behaviours
- Recycling, turning off appliances, using sustainable transport, etc.

- Few students went beyond this

- Attending sustainability events, participating in political activities, not eating meat, etc.

Key themes emerging from questionnaires
 Good sustainability literacy – knowledge of ‘issues’

 But climate change scepticism … [or misunderstanding?]
 Sustainability heavy throughout Geog + Env; lecturers
knowledgeable; basics covered … job done?
 Notable [predictable?] differences between institutes

 But … inspired? Sustainable learners? [means what to whom?]

 Overall, poor external participation [is education influential?]
- time and interest?

- evidence of “ownership for more sustainable futures”?…

Focus Group
Key Themes
 Disconnection of people and purchasing [lack of critical and
systematic thinking]
 Personal experience inspires ESF and action

- Education forms a baseline for development, but development is lacking

But …
 Competition and incentives drive behaviour
 Fieldwork and experiential … ‘going places’
 Knowledgeable people: tutors, guest speakers, case studies etc.
 Perception of negative leads to action [fear vs. hope!]

Conclusions










A snapshot … and it’s complicated
So where is EfS at UoW?

- Getting there… ‘literacy’ good; building blocks but not the glue
- … even among those who get the most
- Apathy v enthusiasm? Over-saturation? Despair!?
- C2013 Sustainability Elective

Confusing rhetoric of ‘sustainability’ – multiple meanings?
Simple and complex. It’s everywhere … you just have to know what it looks
like [a bit like Feedback]

Action for Sustainable futures? – some, but conditioned behaviour?
‘Critical moments’ & good practice recognised; how to embed these?
Module / event-based versus cross-curriculum integration?

 Making it relevant (and explicit) to everyone … but moving from a multi- to a
transdisciplinary approach …
“…I mean, if we are truly looking to try and help people get educated about
sustainability, it’s no good having it somewhere down the line, because the people
who are interested in sustainability already, will probably look for it, because
that’s part of what they’re looking for in their course. However, if you want to get
new converts it’s got to be out there without them looking.”

“It’s really hard in the Business School actually, because we had one sustainability
module that was again an elective, but I didn’t take it personally, but other
colleagues who have taken it say that it had nothing to do with business, and it
had nothing to do with engaging future business people with sustainability. It
talked only about conservation. It was almost the same elective that you guys did,
but done in the Business School, and it shouldn’t be done like this!”
“…if they’re gonna put it in a business course, they need to kind of link it to the
rest of the course, because sustainability is far more than just recycling. Like,
the recycling they use is like recycling plastics, recycling paper, there’s way
more to recycling than that!”

